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The actual state and problems and improvement of ”Basic Earth Science” by question-
naire survey
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Japan is located in one of the world’s leading tectonic belt, there are risks of a variety of natural disasters to us. Therefore,
there is no doubt that many people should learn geoscience. 3 years have passed since the current of the ”basic earth science”
was introduced in 2012, last year was the first national university entrance test is also carried out. With these new curriculum
guidelines, it resulted in an increase of a few percent of the total to 25% or more students to learn ”basic earth science” until
now, although contents are basic. In order to maintain such a positive trend we need to improve the contents of the ”basic earth
science ”, and it is necessary to encourage a system that is further even more attractive.

Therefore, in this curriculum subcommittee, in order explore the actual situation and agenda of ”basic earth science” a ques-
tionnaire survey of teachers who were teaching was carried out. In this session, we will show these questionnaire survey results,
to discuss the actual situation and agenda and improvement plan of ”basic earth science ”.
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